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Abstract: This paper intends to prove that it is possible to use lightweight membranes on interior partition walls and on external façades, even in housing buildings at temperate climate regions, if their properties are well explored. The few material used, even less than conventional lightweight solutions - the most common is plasterboard with light steel frame structure - allow a lower specific embodied energy and other more favourable environmental impact indicators. Compared to conventional heavyweight solutions, such as hollow brick walls, lightweight membranes allow easier deconstruction/reuse. In the outer skin, architectural membranes can be used as passive or active systems, for heating (promoting greenhouse effect) and cooling (shading or even evaporative cooling). Lightweight materials are more viable to be used on invariably hot or cold climates, than on temperate climates, as in this context they present problems related with its low thermal storage capacity. However, the research of new architectural membrane materials, with passive and active behavior for thermal regulation, allows extending its possibilities to interior dividing partitions in order to fulfill contemporary demands of comfort. Active and/or passive systems can be used to regulate thermal gains – for example by radiant panels and/or evaporative cooling, but also to achieve thermal inertia. In pavements, thermal storage lightweight elements, using natural Phase Change Materials, were already studied and reported on previous studies from the first author. Examples of how these systems can also be applied to lightweight membrane dividing walls are presented in this paper, and some experimental research is now under course on test cell facilities existing in University of Minho, Guimarães.
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Introduction

Architectural membranes are nowadays used with competitive costs for covering big spans, but they can also be suitable for small size constructions, such as housing buildings [1].

The fact of being the lighter constructive solution for façades and coverings used in buildings and nowadays having a life span that exceeds 25 years makes architectural membranes extremely competitive in terms of deconstruction effectiveness, embodied energy, economic cost and durability, even in exterior applications, as presented by Mendonça [1], Miravete [2] and Ossola [3]. Besides that, membranes have now the advantage of being at the same time translucent, but weighting much less than other solutions, even glass, per square meter. Generally, membranes are translucent, but not transparent; they are in most cases composites with a textile based structure (such as polyester and fiberglass) with a polymeric covering, such as Polyvinyl chloride - PVC, Polytetrafluoroethylene - PTFE or Silicon [4].